Abstract Web log is the fourth network exchange way following Email, BBS and MSN.
which are characterized by a homogeneous activity pattern. More precisely, the time interval between two consecutive executions of a task follows an exponential distribution. However, the inter-event times of human activities are not always independent identically distributed. The empirical results of Barabási et al. indicate that human activity patterns are rather heterogeneous, with short periods of high activity separated by long periods of inactivity [3, 4] . This heterogeneity is characterized by a heavy tail in the distribution of the time interval between two consecutive executions of the given task. The mechanisms responsible for these marked features are diverse, such as executions of multiple tasks which are based on some perceived priority parameter [3] [4] [5] [6] , adaptive adjustment of personal interests which are affected by the occurrence of events [7, 8] and interests on web browsing which are differ from person to person. All these can generate a power-law inter-event time distribution [9, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Yet, many empirical results indicate that the inter-event times of human activities follow power-law distributions with exponents 1 and 1.5, so Vázquez et al.
divided human dynamics into two universality classes in Ref. [9] . 
Model and analysis
Barabási model describes a kind of task selection pattern. This model assumes that the individual has a task list. According to the priority task, people determine the priority of processing tasks. The study of Barabási and Vázquez shows that the simple model can cause a fat tail distribution of task waiting time. However, not every sort of thing can be regarded as such tasks. We have an experience, when people first contacted a new thing their interests are often very great, over time people's interest in the thing gradually decays and achieves a balance. In order to describe the phenomenon of human behavior dynamic, we present a model as follows. (a) The number of events that occur in different time intervals is independent; (b) The rate of events that occur by time t decreases linearly, i.e., the rate at time t is
where
The occurring probability of an event at time t is ( ) t dt λ , and an event hardly occurs more than twice in a short time interval dt . The stochastic process { ( ), 0} N t t ≥ is said to be a counting process if ( ) N t represents the total number of "events" that occur by time t . From this definition we see that for a counting process must Consider the counting process ) (t N , and let us denote the time of the first event by 1 T . Further, for 1 > n , let n T denote the elapsed time between the (n-1))th and the nth event. The sequence
is called the sequence of interarrival times. Another quantity of interest is n S , the arrival time of the nth event. It is easily seen that
The intensity function of the counting process { ( ), 0} N t t ≥ (if the defined limit exists)
is a quantity that can well describe the character of a counting process. ( Then, for any given positive integer n and r, the joint probability density function of 
Lemma 2. Let { ( ), 0} N t t ≥ be a non-homogeneous Poisson process with intensity function ( ) t λ .
Then, for any given positive integer n, the conditional distribution function of the time interval 
According to lemma 1 and lemma 2, we obtain 
Hence, the distribution function of the interarrival time
Here we aim to obtain a better understanding of the arrival-time interval distribution by doing asymptotic analysis to determine the limiting form as
Hence, we have the cumulative distribution of the interarrival time as follows 
; see Abate and Whitt [16] . As 0 = β , a special case of model B is model A.
Empirical results
With the prevalence of the network technology and the Internet, many people are interested in writing Blogs. Start to write blogs, Blogers are very interested in. but over time, People's interest tends to stability.
In order to verify our model, we make statistic to the blog of four blogers in ScienceNet.cn. 
